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Digital Media’s Biggest Tent
800+ leading media companies responsible for selling 86% of U.S. digital advertising
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Global Scope + Local Operations: 44 International IABs
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IAB Mission

IAB empowers the media and
marketing industries to thrive in the
digital economy.
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Ad blocking: the new
normal
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A Brief History of Ad Blocking
• Adblock Plus
•
•
•

One of the oldest in-browser ad blockers
Forked from Adblock (Firefox extension) in late 2004.
“Went corporate” in 2011.

• Filter List Subscriptions
•
•
•

Human curated lists of patterns that match advertising resources.
Domain lists have been maintained since late 90s.
Browser-centric lists since 2005.

• Acceptable Ads
•
•
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Some sources of advertising are permitted by default, provided those sources commit to delivering only certain types of
creative.
Unilateral program started in 2012

Why Ad Blocking Went Mainstream
• “The Hundredth Monkey”
•
•

IAB research indicates that simply hearing about the existence of the technology is the primary reason for installing it.
Tipping point reached where new users now spontaneously occur.

• “We have let the fine equilibrium of content, commerce, and technology get out of balance in the
open web.” – Scott Cunningham, IAB Tech Lab
•
•
•

Faced with pressure from buyers, many publishers failed to account for ads’ impact on user experience.
Media agencies optimize for each campaign, not the overall digital environment
Marketers lack technical expertise

• Ad blocking has gone corporate, with extortion as its business model
•
•
•
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Li Ka-shing, the richest man in Asia, is the main investor in ISP-level ad blocking
Digicel Chair Denis O’Brien on digital publishers: “Force them to put their hands in their pockets”
Big business war between the open Web and mobile-app walled gardens

Ad Blocking Harms Marketers, Publishers, Consumers
• Reduces inventory.
•

Impact varies, skews young and male (early adopters).

• Increases discrepancies.
•
•

In some cases, the primary ad server is not blocked, but the secondary ad server is.
This can result in very different numbers being reported by each ad server.

• Increases expenses.
•

Requires new FTEs and additional ad tech vendors

• Reduces audience value.
•

When ad blockers block tracking resources, valuable opportunities to reengage the consumer are eliminated.

• Reduces consumer choice & increases consumer costs.
•
•
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Media diversity is threatened.
Subscription fees replace ad-supported content

Why consumers block
ads
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Ad Blocking Adoption
• There are 198 million active ad blocking users around the world*
• Ad blocking grew by 41% globally in the last 12 months

• U.S. ad blocking grew by 48% YOY to reach 45 million active users
in 12 months through June 2015
• Ad blocking estimated to cost publishers $22 billion during 2015
• In 3-4 years present trends predict that ad blockers usage will surpass
50% for many sites.**

*PageFair and Adobe’s 2015 Ad Blocking Report : “The cost of ad blocking,” updated on August 26, 2015
**Jed Hartman, CRO, Washington Post
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Consumers Are Rational
Why consumers continue to use ad blockers
Virus protection

45%

Improving device
performance

42%

Hate ads

40%

Ads are distracting

40%

Blocking ads gives
more privacy

31%

Too many ads on
some sites

30%

Don't trust ad
technology
Visually
unappealing ads
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27%
13%

Source: IAB Research Using Vision Critical’s Springboard America Online Panel, Representative of General US Adult 18+ Online Population, September 2014

How publishers can beat
ad blockers
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Strategy #1: Pay the Ransom

• Pay % of ads unblocked

• Only unblocks ads they
deem acceptable
• Text
• Simple Image
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Strategy #2: Subscribe to Enter…
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…Perhaps Offer an Ad-Free Subscription
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Strategy #3: No Entry for Ad-Blocking Consumers
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Strategy #4: Ad Recovery
Restoring ads despite visitor having installed an ad blocker
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Strategy #5: Go Native

Before AdBlock

After AdBlock

http://blog.pubnation.com/publishers-fight-back-how-the-top-50-websites-combat-adblock/

Great content may be the killer app
Reasons for Turning Off Ad Blocking
The site doesn't show me content
unless I turn off my ad blocker

I turn off my ad blocker because
the site looks trustworthy

I turn off my ad blocker because
the ads add to the experience on the site

Unblock Content
Trust Site
View Ads

I turn off my ad blocker because
I feel it slows down my computer

26%

21%

15%

It looks like a 'mom and pop' site, so I like to
help them by turning off my ad blocker
(to allow the site to make money from advertising)

10%

The site asks me to turn off my
ad blocker so they can make money from ads

All of the above

45%

9%

6%

Q: In which of the following scenarios have you turned off ad blocking?
Base: Adults 18+ who have used ad blocking technology and have always/sometimes turned it off (N=155)
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IAB Research Using Vision Critical’s Springboard America Online Panel,
Representative of General US Adult 18+ Online Population, September 2014

These Strategies Work: One Publisher’s Experience
Unblock Content
Trust Site
View Ads
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Mobile Ad-Blocking: “Miniscule,” “Not a Factor,” “Very Manageable”
Unblock Content
Trust Site
View Ads
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IAB vs. Ad Blocking
• Detect Ad Blocking
• Develop open technology for publishers and other website content providers to consistently and reliably determine whether ad
blocking is occurring on a page

• Post Detection Best Practices
• Develop guidance on what options are available when it is determined that a user is blocking ads
• Communicating Value Exchange – Access Restrictions – Alternative Ad Formats

• L.E.A.N Ads Principles
• Develop new delivery standards that have minimal impact on the overall user experience of a website, with tighter guidelines on
page load impact and file sizes in order to have a lighter set of ads

• Research
• Understand the specifics of what drives ad blocking, rolling this into guidance. Monitor rates to ensure correctly directed efforts
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L.E.A.N. Principles & User
Experience
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Consumers Are Reacting to Real Annoyances
Type of Ad that Motivates Ad Blocking Usage
Video ads (not in a video player) that automatically
start playing somewhere on the page

Large, high quality ads that take over the screen temporarily

Blinking ads

AutoStart Rich Media Ads
Takeover Ads

14%

6%

5%

Q: There are many different types of ads online. Which of the following features of ads motivates you most to use an ad blocker?
Base: Adults 18+ who have used ad blocking technology (N=260)
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Targeted Ads

8%

Video ads in a video player

Low quality ads (cheap looking)

Intrusive Ads

18%

Blinking Ads

Targeted ads that are relevant to your
browsing habits (ads that 'follow' you from site to site)

Many small ads that are in the usual places on a page

19%

23%

Source: IAB Research Using Vision Critical’s Springboard America Online Panel,
Representative of General US Adult 18+ Online Population, September 2014

Unobtrusive Ads
(Regardless of Quality)

Global Digital Media Supply Chain Needs New Standards
• L: Light. Limited file size with strict data call guidelines.
• E: Encrypted. Assure user security with https/SSL
compliant ads
• A: Ad Choices Support. All ads should support DAA’s
consumer privacy programs

• N: Non-invasive/Non-disruptive. Ads that supplement
the user experience and don’t disrupt it. This includes
covering content and sound enabled by default
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L.E.A.N. Work Streams
• L.E.A.N. Scoring
• How do we get the L.E.A.N. principles into a program with defensible criteria that creative, campaigns, and publishers can be judged on?

• D.E.A.L.
•
•
•
•

Detection script to consistently and reliably determine whether ad blocking is happening during a page load
Explain media and advertising value exchange to users
Ask users to turn off ad blocking or whitelist the site
Lift restrictions or limit user access

• Ad Products
• Guidance on lighter ad standards for advertising sales and ad operations, aligning with HTML5 and other IAB Ad Unit Guidelines
• Minimizing the amount of data calls required to achieve good user experience and targeting, reducing latency and making sure consumers
are served the ads that were intended for them

• Research
• Consumer attitudes and usage, the internet value proposition, utility of advertising to consumers

• Education
• Consumer PSA campaign, legislative and regulatory lobbying, legal efforts, international coordination
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IAB Global Charter on Good Advertising Practices (Draft)
•

Minimize ad file sizes and data calls to reduce page load times

•

Refrain from using formats such as overlays and pop-ups which obscure content

•

Refrain from using ad formats which overtly disrupt the user experience

•

Avoid formats which automatically launch sound, if inconsistent with user expectations,
and excluding user initiated in-stream video

•

Serve ads securely using SSL/HTTPS

•

Apply the Ad Choices link to all ads to facilitate consumer control over behavioral
targeting
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Source: David Morris, EVP and CRO, CBSi

IAB Tech Lab – Developing Global Industry Standards

The IAB Tech Lab Mission
The IAB Technology Laboratory fosters the profitable
growth of digital commerce through the development,
promulgation, and implementation of global technology
standards for the evolving marketing-media ecosystem.
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IAB Tech Lab – Activities & Work Groups
Develop and disseminate global technical standards and guidelines
Certifying body to assure spread of safe, interoperable digital advertising technologies.
Manage code library to facilitate implementation of essential industry technical standards
Working Groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ad Blocking
Digital Video Technical Standards
Display Creative Guidelines
HTML5 Best Practices
HTTPS
IAB Dynamic Content Ad Standards
IAB Flex Ad Standards
Mobile Ads QA App

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile Rich Media Ad Interface Definitions (MRAID)
Modernizing Measurement Taskforce
OpenDirect
OpenRTB
OpenRTB Native
OpenVV
Podcast Technical
SafeFrame Implementation
Taxonomy and Mapping

Better Solves Blocking
• Better creative
• Better targeting
• Better ad placements
• Better technology
• Better education
• Better formats
• Better user experience
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Source: David Morris, EVP and CRO, CBSi

Thank You
randall@iab.com
@r2rothenberg
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